1. Apologies. Since much of the recent work in the Banach space aspects of Functional Analysis, especially the geometry of Banach spaces, could, by a bit of chicanery, be construed as applications of Banach ideals, the title does not indicate a complete survey. This work is surely not exhaustive of the subject matter. Thus, many good papers are totally ignored. This is somewhat compensated for by the monograph [1.1] of Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri on the geometry of the classical Banach spaces and the "pre-book" [1.2] of A. Pietsch on the general theory of ideals of operators.
Since a lecture should have a central theme, I have chosen a fundamental result of Grothendieck which asserts that there are Banach spaces E and F for which every bounded linear operator from E to F is 2-absolutely summing. (Definitions will be forthcoming.) This result and the local structure of Banach spaces are the unifying topics of this paper. For the numerous topics this unification omits, again, apologies.
I have addressed myself to the material at hand twice before An additional apology of sorts is needed. I have included many definitions which are old hat to experts in Banach space theory. It is hoped that the material will thus be accessible to a larger audience, perhaps even to some persons completely outside Functional Analysis.
Finally, many of the results stated have their natural setting in Probability Theory. I have avoided the probabilistic language entirely. Thus "random variable" becomes "measurable function" etc. This is an editorial judgment on my part, and apologies are extended to anyone this may offend.
A remark on the Bibliography is in order. Instead of listing bibliographical references alphabetically we have listed the results as they appear in the text, e.g. [5.3] means reference [3] of §5. Thus, one interested in the proof of results stated in a given section can go to the source immediately. Due to the length of the paper almost all proofs are omitted; hopefully, this unorthodox bibliography will help compensate for that.
2. Notation. Most of our notation is standard. All spaces considered are Banach spaces. The word operator means bounded linear transformation. By an isomorphism we mean a one-to-one, open operator. The Banach-Mazur distance, d (E,F) , between Banach spaces E and F, is given by d{E,F) = inf||T||||T-1 || where the infimum is taken over all isomorphisms between E and F If E and F are not isomorphic set d(E, F)=+°°. A projection P is an operator from £ to E with P 2 =P. If A is a subspace (=closed linear manifold) then A is complemented in E if there is a projection P with P(E)=A. We will denote the identity operator on a Banach space E by id E .
A sequence (x n ) in a Banach space E is a Schauder basis for E (unconditional Schauder basis for E) if for each xeE there is a unique sequence of scalars (a") such that £n=i a n x n converges to x in norm (such that £n=i e"a"x" converges for all choices of signs e n = ±l). The functionals f h defined by fi(x)=ai, are called the coefficient functionals of the basis (x 4 ). Similarly, for l p (F) where T is any discrete set. In particular, we denote by lp the space of n-tuples with the above norm. We denote by c 0 the closed subspace of L consisting of those sequences which tend to 0. Given p in [l,o°) we will always denote by p' the number satisfying l/p+l/p'=l. If E' denotes the conjugate of a Banach space E then (l p )'=I P '. We will use tensor notation in § §11, 12, and 14. By J p ®i<, we mean the closure of the finite rank operators T : l p >-> l q in the norm inf{£r=i ||/i|| ||xi|| : Tx = £"=i /t(x)Xi}. By I p ® l q we mean the closure of the same finite rank operators in the usual operator norm. A similar statement holds for ÇÔi; and JJjôi;.
If (S, X, jut) is a measure space then as usual Lp(S, 2, /x) or Lp(jLi) denotes the Banach space of equivalence classes of almost everywhere equal functions under the norm \\fl = (\ s \m\"n(ds)y P for lëp<°o, = ess sup |/(s)| for p = «.
By a probability measure space (il, JLL) we mean a positive measure with ix(il) = 1. (S,X, JU) and C(X)-spaces above.
An operator T from E to F is compact if the image of the unit ball of E is relatively compact in F.
A space E has the approximation property if every compact operator from F to E is the limit of finite rank operators. The space E has the bounded approximation property if there is a constant OO such that if B is a finite dimensional subspace of E there is an operator on E with finite dimensional range such that ||T||^C and T restricted to B is the identity. If C can be taken to be 1 then E is said to have the metric approximation property. A remarkable result of Enflo [2.2] (see also [2.3]) asserts that not every Banach space has the approximation property.
A sequence of subspaces (E") in a Banach space E is uniformly complemented if there is an M>0 and a sequence of projections (P n ) with P n (E) = E n and ||P n ||^M for all positive integers n.
Following [2.4] we will say that a Banach space E is an £f pA -space if for each n E contains subspaces E" which are uniformly complemented and d(E n , ip)=A; and E is a 2> p , x -space if for each n E contains E n with d (En, lp) On the other hand, as we will see, to obtain an ideal theory on Banach spaces that is suitable for applications, it is not sufficient to consider only the ring 5£(E) of bounded linear operators on a Banach space E. We must consider the space «SP(E, F) of bounded linear operators between arbitrary Banach spaces E and F.
Roughly speaking, a subset si of the class £ of all bounded linear operators between all Banach spaces is an ideal if whenever S, Si, S 2 esi and R,Te<£, then Si+S 2 e^ and RSTesi (whenever Si+S 2 and RST are defined). We will give precise definitions later. Maurey-Schwartz 1972 -1973 , 1973 . We will have something to say about the important Schwartz duality theorem later. Ill-The structure theory of Banach spaces; applications of type III will be our concern in this paper. Appropriate references will be given in the subsequent sections.
5. Banach ideals. Throughout the remainder of the paper SB denotes the class of all bounded linear operators between arbitrary Banach spaces and i£(E, F) the set of all such operators between specific Banach spaces E and F. We now define an ideal in the sense of A. Pietsch [5.1] . We say that a class A of bounded linear operators is an ideal if for each set A(E, F)= AH^(£,F) one has (a) if x'e£', yeF then x'®yeA(E,F) (x'®y denotes the rank one operator given by x'®y(x)=(x, x')y. Clearly, every rank one operator has this form.); (E, F) if there is a probability measure / m and operators Ve&(E, LOO(JUL)) and We«S?(Loo(jui), F"), F" the bidual of F, such that WjV=iT, where j is the canonical injection of LOO(JUL) into Lp(jui) and i the canonical injection of F into F", i.e.,
£_J_> j <-^->F"
The norm ip is given by i p (T) = inf||V|| ||W||, the infimum taken over all probability measures p, and operators V, W.
(5) [N p , v p ] denotes the ideal of p-nuclear operators: TeN p (E, F) if T has a representation T=£rU/i®yi, freE', y t eF and a P ({/i})<+°°, and £p'({yi})<+ 00 (l/p+l/p' = 1). If p=°° there is the additional requirement that fi-*0 as i-»oo. The p-nuclear norm is given by i> p (T) = inf a P ({/i})e P ({yi}), where the infimum is taken over all such representations of T.
An operator T in the class Ni will be called a nuclear operator. This class of course generalizes the "trace class operators" on Hubert space. (E, Lp(n) 
, where B is of the form Bf=f-g for some fixed geL r (|m), l/r = l/q-l/p, and Ce££(L q (fx), ƒ"), such that iT=CBA, where i is the canonical injection of F into F". The norm ^ is given by ipc(T) = inf||^V|| ||J3|| ||C||.
Observe that I q (E, F)=Lo, q (E, F) with equality of norms. (E,G) and VeD q (G,F") .
The last ideal we will discuss is a generalization of an ideal introduced by Kwapien.
(9) [r p , q ,7pq] is defined as in [I p , q , i pq ], the difference being that B ranges over all members of i£(L p (jn), L q (\x)).
The adjoints, conjugates and duals of these ideals (and several others) are computed in [5.2] .
We remark that in the ideals (8) and (9) whenever p = q we will index the ideal and its norm by p alone. THEOREM 3. The following are equivalent (l^p^o°): (a) I E , the identity on E, factors through L p ; (b) r p (F,E)=>C(F,E) for all F; (c) r p <E',F')=>C(E',F') for all F; (d) r p (E,E)2C(E,E) and E has the metric approximation property; (e) T*(E, F) = ME, F) for all F; (f) T*(F, E) = h(F, E) for all F; (g) r*(E, E) = Ii(E, E) and E has the metric approximation property; (h) for every Banach space G, and every adjoint operator, if We
We mention that some other characterizations of c 0 , Ji, i£«,-spaces and ^i-spaces are given in [6.13].
It would be of considerable interest to know the situation whenever the range space in Theorem 2 is fixed. We conjecture that if IL(F, E) = Ni(F, E) for all Banach space F then E must be finite dimensional.
7. More on ^p-spaces. In [7.1] Grothendieck outlined the theory of tensor products of Banach spaces. This was, in fact, the "beginning" of the theory of ideals of operators on Banach spaces. Indeed, Grothendieck showed the importance of factoring techniques which will be emphasized over and over in this paper.
The crowning achievement of this work of Grothendieck was called by him "the fundamental theorem of tensor products." In terms of matrices this theorem can be stated as follows:
Let (%)?,,=! be a finite matrix of real numbers such that EM=I o^l^l whenever |fc|^il, |SJ|=1. Then, for every set of unit vectors (xO?=i and (y,-)?=i in a Hubert space X Oi,-(Xi, y,)pK G , where K G is an absolute constant. Here (•, •) denotes the inner product in the Hubert space. We remark that the exact value of K G is not known.
Surprisingly this fundamental paper of Grothendieck lay dormant for many years but was finally taken up again by Lindenstrauss and Pelczynski in 1968 [7.2] . Lindenstrauss and Pekzynski were persuaded to write their paper avoiding the notion of tensor products because "the paper of Grothendieck was quite hard to read and its results were not generally known even to experts in Banach space theory." This remarkable paper of Lindenstrauss and Pefczyiiski contains the seeds of the application of As remarked by Lindenstrauss and' Pefczynski it is conceivable that Theorem 1 actually characterizes i£i and i£ 2 -spaces. Indeed they obtained the following partial converse to Theorem 1. We thus obtain the classic result of D. J. Newman (see [7.5, p. 154]). APPLICATION 2. Every isomorphic image of Hi in an arbitrary i£i-space X is uncomplemented.
THEOREM 2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces such that X has an unconditional basis and such that i£(X, Y)=IIi(X, Y). Then X is isomorphic to h and Y is isomorphic to a Hubert space.
Another application is Grothendieck's characterization of Hubert spaces. APPLICATION 3. A Banach space X is isomorphic to a Hubert space if and only if it is isomorphic to a subspace of an ££i -space and to a quotient of an ^oc-space.
Of course, if the roles of the i£i-and i£oe-spaces are interchanged, every Banach space meets the requirement.
Finally if ££(X, Y) = Ili(X, Y) there is a bit one can say about X. More precisely,
2 )=n,(X,I 2 ); 2° if Xn=i *n is unconditionally convergent in X then £n=i ||xn|| 2 <+ 00 ; and, 3° if Z is any espace, 2(Z, X) = n 2 (Z, X).
For a detailed study of this proposition, see [7.6].
8. Schwartz duality theorem. Following Kwapien [8.1] we present the Schwartz duality theorem without the theory of cylindrical measures and radonifying operators.
We first need to extend the notion of p-absolutely summing operator to include the interval [0,1). For 0<p<+o° define a p-absolutely summing operator in the obvious way, i.e., T is p-absolutely summing if there is a C such that for Xi
For p=0 we say that T is 0-absolutely summing (and write Aside from the work of Kwapien here and the fundamental result of Schwartz we mention the papers of Garling [8.5] and Nielsen [8.6] .
9. Banach spaces X for which n 2 (^=o, X)=£{£", X). The GrothendieckLindenstrauss-Pefczynski theorem and the previous results of Kwapien indicate that perhaps a space X for which i£(E, X)=n 2 (E, X) for an !£ oespace E is necessarily a subspace of some Lf\ (JLL). This problem was considered by Dubinsky, Pefczynski and Rosenthal [9.1]. They show that the above conjecture is false. Moreover they give a complete characterization of such spaces whenever X has an unconditional basis. First we remark that if i£(E, X) = n 2 (E, X) for some i£oe-space E then the equality holds for all ^-spaces; thus, the notation #(#", X) = II 2 (££=o,X). EXAMPLE 1. Let X=(©E n )i 2 where each En = h. (a) n 2 (£. f X)=#(#-,X),and (b) X is not isomorphic to any subspace of an i£i-space. Actually one can obtain a reflexive space with properties (a) and (b) of Example 1. Indeed let X=(0E n )i 2 where En = lï.
Although there are no known necessary and sufficient conditions on a general space X guaranteeing ILC^-, X)=££(i£oo, X), there are rather simple conditions guaranteeing this property for X in the class of spaces having unconditional bases. It is obvious that if ££(&., X)=n 2 (i£o=, X) the same is true for any subspace of X. However, it is easily seen that the property is not preserved by quotients.
The following result gives a property which preserves the above equality for quotients. This answers a problem raised in [10.5], 11. The weakly nuclear norm and LUST. In studying the equality <£(^oo,X) = n 2 (^=o,X) Dubinsky, Pefczynski and Rosenthal introduced the important notion of local unconditional structure (LUST). This concept is a generalization of the notion of an unconditional basis and has proved quite useful recently in gaining insight into the structure of certain Banach spaces.
First, suppose X is a Banach space with an unconditional basis. The unconditional basis constant of X is defined by x(X) = inf sup {ei} e^iLxj
EiXiCi

XidW
where the supremum is taken over all choices of signs Si = ±l with 8i = l for all but finitely many i, and over all vectors £i Xid in E, and the infimum is over all possible unconditional bases {d} of E.
A Banach space E has LUST if there is a family {E { } of finite dimensional spaces, each with unconditional basis constant 1, and a C^l such that for each finite dimensional subspace F<^E there is an i and an operator T:Ei-*E such that T(Ei)^F and ||e||^||Te||^C||e|| for eeE h and moreover, for each i there is an operator Si.Ei-^E with ||e||^||Sie||^C||e|| for eeE t .
Following Gordon and Lewis [11.1] we give a definition closely related to LUST, in terms of a certain Banach ideal.
An operator U:E-^F is weakly nuclear if U=£n=i / n ®y n and the series is unconditionally convergent in the operator norm. The weakly nuclear norm T) is defined by _ rKU^infeiOn^yn) where the infimum is over all possible representations of U.
LEMMA. For any operator U, T](U)=inf ||a||x(X)||j8|| where the infimum is over all factorizations X where a eK(E, X), |8 e££(X, F) and X has an unconditional basis.
From the lemma, it is clear that if dim E = n then T)(id E )^xCE)-DEFINITION. Let E be a Banach space. If sup{ir)(j F ):Fc:E, dimF<+o°}<+oo ? we denote this constant by x u (E). Here / F denotes the inclusion mapping F c -> E.
FACTS, (a) x tt (E)^x(E); (b) if dimE<+oo, Xu (E) = T 1 (id E ); (c) if Xu(E)=+°o then E is not complemented in a space with an unconditional basis;
(d) if F is a finite dimensional subspace of E and P:E-*F a projection, then x u (E)||P||i=x u (F). Clearly if E has LUST then Xu (E)<+oo.
That LUST is a true generalization of the notion of an unconditional basis is immediate from the fact that any C(K)-space has LUST but, e.g., C[0, 1] does not have an unconditional basis.
Before considering properties of spaces with LUST, we first give a fundamental result of Gordon and Lewis [11. 1] which shows that not every Banach space has LUST. THEOREM 1. r\(2(lî, 12))^(2/3<7T)V". In particular X (& (11 tt^Kn 112 , and since i£(f£, '2) is complemented in K(l 2 
,U), K(l 2 , h) does not have LUST.
We should remark that the sequence {££(i2, f2)} was the first sequence of finite dimensional Banach spaces {E n } shown to have the property that x(E n )-*oc.
There are numerous applications of the theorem. Indeed, this result settled many outstanding problems. We mention only two applications here. Others are given in §12.
APPLICATIONS. (1) cr p (H) does not have LUST if p^2; (2) there is a compact, nonweakly nuclear operator on K(l 2 , h) (problem of Pietsch).
The next result motivates the remainder of this section.
THEOREM 2. If TGIII(E,F) then V 1 (T)^TT 1 (T)XU(E). Thus, if E has LUST, IL(E, ')dTx(E 9 •).
We now define the class GL. Roughly speaking, a Banach space X is in the class GL if absolutely summing operators from X factor locally through /1. More precisely we make the following definition. DEFINITION. A Banach space X is in the class GL if and only if for any UeIIi(X, Y) and for any finite dimensional subspace Xi, of X there are operators aiX^lï, /3:JÏ-H>Y, ||a||=l, ||j3||^iri(U) such that j3a = U| Xl .
THEOREM 3. If Y is a conjugate space and X e GL then
IL(X, Y)<=ri(x, Y).
Let us first list some spaces belonging to the class GL: (a) quotients of C(K)-spaces and subspaces of Li-spaces, (b) all Banach lattices, (c) any space with LUST. Aside from the spaces mentioned earlier which are not in the class GL, we remark that recently Pefczynski [11.2] has shown that there are "classical" Banach spaces which are not in the class GL.
THEOREM 4. The disk algebra A(D), its dual space A*, and H°° are not in the class GL.
Here is an interesting application of this result: APPLICATION Our next result is a structural theorem for spaces with LUST.
THEOREM 6. Suppose X has LUST. Then either (1) X is superreflexive, or (2) X=>E« with d(E n , ll)^>\, or (3) X=>E n with d(E n , Jï)->1 and E n is (1 + 1 In)-complemented in X
To again emphasize the relationships between LUST and unconditional bases we mention a result of Tzafriri [11.9]: If X has an unconditional basis then X is an 5^p-space for some p = l, 2, or oo.
There is an application of Theorem 6 to ideals. APPLICATION. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and suppose that X is a subspace of a space with LUST which contains no sequence (E") with d(E n , ll)-+l. Then
X(X, Y)^N(X, Y) and K(Y,X)*Ni(Y,X).
It is possible to characterize LUST using Banach lattices.
THEOREM 7. A Banach space X has LUST if and only if there is a Banach lattice L, a \<+&>, and a subspace YofL, d(Y, X)<+oo such that for each finite dimensional subspace E of L there is an operator T= T E : E->Y for
which T| E nv = id E ny and ||T|| ||T _1 ||^A. It is conjectured that any Banach space is an S^i-, i? 2 -or ^-space! 12. Parameters. In studying the geometry of Banach spaces, numerous parameters have been introduced. Perhaps the "projection constant" is the best known and most often studied among these parameters. Ideal norms provide a unified approach for attaching parameters to a Banach space.
Indeed, if [A, a] is a Banach ideal and E a Banach space, define a(E)=a(id E ).
Some of the most beautiful work done in recent years, utilizing ideal parameters to the fullest, has been done by Y. Gordon In this section we give a few of the numerous results. We first recall some definitions of asymmetry. For a study of the following concepts see, in addition to the papers above, [12.7].
Let E be a Banach space and G a multiplicative group of operators in £ (E,E) and let G'={te£ (E,E):tg = gt, geG}, G E ={Je£(E,E) :J an isometry}. We say E has enough symmetries if GÉ consists only of the scalar multiples of id E .
The asymmetry constant S(E) is defined to be the infimum of A>0 for which there is a group Gc^(E,E) of invertible, onto operators such that sup{||g|| : g e G}^\ and G' = {aid E }.
It can be shown that, in fact,
S(E) = inf{d(E, F); F has enough symmetries}.
THEOREM 1. If dim E = n and [A, a] is any Banach ideal then n^a(E)a\E)^n(S(E)) 2 .
In If e=(si) is a sequence of ±1, with Si = l except for a finite number of i then g e e!£(E, E) is defined by g e (ei) = £iei and the coordinate asymmetry constant x(B) is given by sup e ||g e ||. Thus x(E)=inf{x(B) :B a basis for E} is the unconditional basis constant of E defined in §11.
A similar result for the parameter x is a bit more difficult to state. 
APPLICATION. Let EcJ p (l^p^2), dimE=n. Let |ui(E)=min{S(E)
2 , 3(Ô(E)) 3 , 2(x(E)) 3 }. Then Kojüt(E)Vn^7ri(E)^>/n where K G is the Grothendieck constant. If 2<q<s<o° and E<^l q , dim E = n, then there is a constant C q , s such that Vn^n 1 (E)^C q , sj LL(E)n 1 -1/s .
From these facts we obtain the result that for E n = l n p ®l n q , l^p*q=Soo, S(E"Hoo. We now give some slightly deeper results alluded to in our section on LUST. Then (1) v,(J n )-n and 7n(J n )~n 1/2 ; and, (2) vi(I")~n 3/2 and 7Ti(I")~n (for two sequences (a n ) and (b n ) with both (On/bn) and (bja n ) bounded, we write (a n )~(b n )). (3) the ideal IIi is not contained in the ideal I\ (problem of Grothendieck); (4) there is an operator T between certain Banach spaces E and F such that T'eIIi(F,E') and TéLo(E,F) (problem of Grothendieck); and (5) there is an operator of the form UV with U', Velli yet UVgli (problem of Grothendieck).
Concerning the weakly nuclear norm, D. R. Lewis [12.12] has recently obtained the following result.
THEOREM 5. Every finite dimensional space E satisfies t)(E)^3ô(E).
From this result it follows that there is a sequence of finite dimensional spaces whose asymmetry constants are one but whose diagonal symmetry constants tend to oo.
APPLICATION. For each n, n 1/2 /18^8(2(lS, l n 2 ))rân 1/2 . We now discuss projection constants. The projection constant A(E) is defined to be the infimum of the numbers À such that for every Banach space Y=>E there is a linear projection P:Y^E, ||P||^A. In the language of ideals A(E)=L(E). Let c n =max{A(E):dim E = n}. It is known that c n^y /r\ [12.10] .
Using ideal theory (which we suppress) it is possible to construct spaces with the largest known projection constant: Let E(a), l<a<n, be the n-dimensional space of points x=(xi • • • x n ) with ||x|| = max] max \xi\, a~l £ \xi\ \. 
A(E(Vn)) = (n-A(IÏ))/(2>/n-X(IÎ)-l).
In particular lim^oo A(E(V7i))/V^=(2-V2/^)-1 .
It turns out that c 2 e[t, V2). Actually Gordon [12.2] shows that c 2 <1.414211.
We now turn to the ideals I p , q and J p , q . First we observe that when p = q, Jp.q = r p and ipp = v p .
) if Kq^p<+°° and H is an infinite dimensional Hubert space then
It turns out that i> p (H) = i pp (H) is the relative projection constant of Hubert space embedded isometrically in the Lp-spaces.
Lacunary sequences in the Lp-spaces have been studied extensively. Indeed for any probability measure space (ft, 2, JUL) if E is a closed subspace of Lp(fx,) (2^p<oo) isomorphic to a Hubert space, then there is a constant C E such that ||/|| P^CE ||/||2 for feE. Thus the following result is of some importance: Analogously, the left projective envelop of a, \a, is defined by \a(T) = a(U) where j F :F->F" is the canonical map, UT=j F T and J:E-»Loo(jm) is any isometric imbedding. Similarly, the right projective envelop of a, a/, is defined by a/(T) = a(W) where j F T=c/>"W and <f> :Li(fi)-»F is any surjection. The projective envelop of a is W = (\a)/ = \(a/).
Forl^q^p^oo, T:E-+F, S:F^G,
7TA(STY)^/UT)7T q {S) and ^((ST^/MT^S).
Using this result one can prove We remark that geometrically /iqyih) is a lower bound for the ratio of the Lp-norm and Lq-norm on infinite dimensional subspaces of Lq (q^p<°°).
Moreover, the constant /711(H), dimH=+oo, is just the Grothendieck constant K G . While the exact value of this constant is still not known, /TT P (H) can be calculated for values of p>l. We now present some fundamental work of Maurey quotient G of E' and any Te£(G, F) , F arbitrary, one has 7r p (T)^C7Ti(T).
In this connection we remark that if pe [l,2) and E is of type p-stable, then E is of type p+e-stable for some e in (0, 2-p). Since a subspace E of Lp is of type p-stable if and only if l p <£E the above result generalizes the theorem of Rosenthal given in §9. B-CONVEXITY. In this subsection we consider the work of Pisier [13.8] (E,F) if there is a constant C such that
for arbitrary x 1 * * * X n G E. In this case inf C, C satisfying the above, is denoted by 7r p>q (T). We have suppressed a growing and interesting series of papers on p,q-summing operators!) Let us return to minimal ideals. Clearly an ideal is minimal if it contains no proper closed subspace which is a norm ideal in ££(H). An ideal is maximal if it is not itself a closed proper subspace of another norm ideal. If J is a maximal ideal then J, the closure of the finite rank operators under the ideal norm, is the unique minimal ideal contained in J. An ideal I such that Jczlczj is called intermediate.
Consider The idea of the construction, as above, is to reduce the problem to problems concerning bases in Köthe sequence spaces.
In our final section we will continue with applications of Banach space theory to ideal theory.
15. Loose ends. In this final section we mention some work on the geometry of certain ideals. A sequence (x n ) in E is weakly Cauchy if (/(Xn)) is a convergent sequence for each FeE'. A weakly Cauchy sequence need not be weakly convergent, e.g. the unit vectors in c 0 .
We now give a result of Pelczynski and Ovsepian [15.10] which connects this result with Banach ideals. First we make a definition: Let / UL be a probability measure on a compact Hausdorff space S. A subspace Z of C(S) is fat with respect to J UL if the natural injection 1^ :Loo(jm)-»L 2 (fx) when restricted to Z is not a compact operator. The difficult step in the proof, (d)=>(a), follows from the Rosenthal theorem.
The same reasoning used to prove Theorem 3 yields the following observation of Y. Gordon (private communication Let (E n ) be a sequence of finite dimensional Banach spaces such that, for e>0 and any finite dimensional Banach space F, there is an m such that d(E m , F)<l+e. (A simple compactness argument yields the existence of such E n .) Let E=((BE n )h. Then the conjugate of any separable Banach space is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of E'. Since there are separable conjugate spaces which fail the approximation property, E' fails the approximation property. However, it is not difficult to see that E has the approximation property. 
